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Centralizers of involutions in Balanced Groups 
1. ISTROIXCTION AKD STATEMENT OF THE MAIN KESCLTS 
The purpose of this paper is to establish useful sufficient conditions on 
a finite group G which will imply that ~(~~(~)) ---= 1 for every involution 
x of G. Having in mind that general classification problems are proved 
inductively, our conditions arc expressed in terms of properties of certain 
of the simple and quasisimple groups involved in G which are satisfied by 
large classes of the presently known simple groups and their perfect central 
extensions. 
To state our results, we require several ~relinlinary notions, most of which 
have been previously described in [to]. First, we wish to specify the set of 
quasisimple groups involved in G on which our hypotheses will be placed. 
We recall from [12] that any group H possesses a unique maximal normal 
semisimple subgroup, which we denote by L,(ti) (L,(H) is thus a central 
product of quasisimple groups). 
For any group G, we define d%(G) and Z’*(G) to be the set of quasisimplc 
components of L,(N/O(H)), where for A?(G), H ranges over the centralizers 
of the involutions of G and for S*(G), H ranges over all local subgroups of G. 
Clearly Z’(G) C Y*(G). 
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For all but one of our results, it will sutlice to impose conditions on the 
elements of 9(G); but in the most general case we shall need to work with 
the larger set Z*(G). 
The basic assumption to be made on the elements of 9(G) is incorporated 
in the following de~nition. 
DEFINITIOS 1. A quasisimple group L is said to be halanced if for any 
subgroup I/ of Aut(L) containing Inn(L) and any involution s of H, we have 
Tfie groups of Lie type of characteristic 2, apart from the three specific 
groups PX,(2,4), PSL(3, 4) and Sp(4, 2) all appear to be balanced, as do 
all the sporadic groups as well as the alternating groups of even degree, 
apart from -3, . On the other hand, those of odd degree and, in general, the 
groups of Lie type of odd characteristic are not balanced. This indicates that 
balance is primarily a “characteristic 2” phenomenon. 
The 2-rank of a group H is the maximum rank of an Abelian 2-subgroup 
of Ii and will be denoted by WZ(H). I n addition, if R is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
H, we set 
DEFISITION 2. A quasisimple groupL is said to be 2-generated if whenever 
L -:I Ii with m(M) > 3, wc have L _C I’,,,(Ii) for any Sylow Zsubgroup R of 
11. hIore generally, if H is an arbitrary group with m(H) > 3, we say that 11 is 
2-generated if N = I’,,,(H) f or any Sylvw 2-subgroup R of I’I. 
Not every one of the presently known simple or quasisimple groups is 
2-generated, which accounts for our next definition. 
DEFINITXON 3. The quasisimple groups PSL(2, 2?‘), Sz(2’“), PSU(3, 2”), 
n _;z 2, J; , &(S), and /&, are called exceptional. Here Ji denotes Janko’s 
simple group of order 175,560, while sz(8) and A,, denote the perfect 
central extensions of Sx(8) and d4,, by a group of order 2, $32 ;> 5. More 
generally, an arbitrary group N is said to be e.~ce~~~o~~l if either 
IT = ff/O(Fj) g Jr or A9 or the following conditions hold: 
(a) lPpossesses a normal subgroupe g PSL(2,27f), SZ(~~~), PSU(3,2”), 
n ‘:,I 2, or &(S); 
(b) CEi(z) has cyclic or generalized quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups; 
(c) either all involutions of R lie in EC,(t) or C&Z) := 1. 
None of these exceptional groups is 2-generated. Moreover, the above- 
listed quasisimple groups appear to be the only ones among the presently 
known simple and quasisimple groups that are not 2-generated. Finally we 
have 
DEFINITION 4. X 2-group S is said to be connected if for any pair of non- 
cyclic elementary Abelian subgroups -4, .4’ of S, there exists a sequcncc 
i2 = A, ) A, ,..., A, = A’ 
of noncyclic elementary Abelian subgroups iii of S such that either 
B j i, ,‘I i+l Or d&1 r A;, 1 z..: i ::’ n - 1 . 
Moreover, an arbitrary group G is connected if it has a connected Sylow 
2-subgroup. 
It is known that G is connected if either SCKa(2) is nonempty or ML(G) > 5 
(cf. [lo]). On the other hand, if either condition fails, G need not be connected. 
We can now state our first results. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let G be a connectedgroup with m(G) > 3 and O(G) 2 1 
in which every element of Y(G) ’ b 1 zs a anced and either 2-generated or exceptional. 
Then either O(C,(x)) = 1 for every involution x of G or else u‘e haz+e 
(4 M = r&G) is a P P YO er subgroup of G, S a Sylow 2-subgroup of G; 
(ii) fey any involution 3~’ of M, either Co(x) C Ii2 or Co(x) is exceptional; 
(iii) C,(x) e M for some involution x of M; 
(iv) O,,,,(G) = 1. 
\Ve remark that the proposition depends critically on Coldschmidt’s 
improved version [6] of the signal&r functor theorem of [S], [9], vshich is 
now valid for arbitrary elementary Abelian 2-subgroups of rank at least 3. 
There exist some important special cases in which the second alternative 
can be immediately ruled out. Hence we have the following two corollaries: 
THEOREM A. If G is a connected group with m(G) > 3 and O(G) == I in 
which every element of 9(G) z’s a anced and 2-generated, then O(C,(x)) = 1 b 1 
for every involution x of G. 
If Z(G) is empty, then obviously these conditions are satisfied. Hence we 
have 
THEOREM B. If G is a connected group with m(G) > 3 and O(G) L= 1 in 
which the centralizer of every involution of G is 2-constrained (and, in particular, 
solvable), then O(C,(x)) == 1 for every involution x of G. 
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We can rephrase Theorem A in terms of conditions on the centralizers of 
involutions themselves with the aid of two further results which will be 
important throughout our analysis. 
For brevity, we say that G itself is ~~~~~cef~ if G satisfies the conclusion of 
the proposition. 
We recall that an involution z of a group G is isolated in G if for any Sylow 
Z-subgroup S of G containing z, no eiement of S distinct from un is conjugate to 
I in G. Glauherman’s Z*-theorem [5] asserts in this case that G = O(G)C,(a). 
In this connection, one also defines Z*(G) for any group G to he the inverse 
image of Z(G/O(G)). 
PROI~OS~T~ON 3. Let G be a co~~~~ected group z&h m(G) > 3 in which ever3 
elemenf of P(G) is either 2-generated OY exceptional. If x is atz ~~~~ol~t~on of G, 
flaen oue ?f the following holds: 
(i) C,(s) is 2-,ne-zeraterl; 
(ii) C;;(x) is e~ce~t~o?zal; or 
(iii) nz(G) == 3 and x is isolated irz G. 
Thcsc results enable us to prove the following additional corollary of 
Proposition 1 : 
~~~~EoR~~~ C. 1j G m. ZA a co~lnected~ baIa~ced group z~ith m(G) i;: 3 atzd 
O(G) -: 1 in which the centyaIi~e~ of every ~~voZu~ion is 2-generated, then 
O(CG(~v)) -= 1 .for every i~voltltion x of G. 
To strengthen Proposition 1 and hence also Theorem A, we obviously 
require information about groups G which possess an involution x whose 
centralizer is exceptional. As a first step, we treat the case that x is a centraf 
involution-that is, x is in the center of some Sylow 2-subgroup of G. We 
shall prove 
PROPOSITION 4. If G is a grotip with Z*(G) = 1 in which tlze centralizer 
of some central involution is exceptional, then G z J1 . 
For any involution x of J1 , C,,(X) s 2, x PSL(2,4). Hence the centralizer 
of every involution of J1 is, in fact, exceptional. We note that to handIe the 
case of the proposition in which C,(x)~O(C,(x)) g a, , we require a theorem 
of Gorenstein and Harada [ 1 l] which asserts that there exist no fusion-simple 
groups G in which C,(x) has the spccificd structure. 
Since O(CJl(.x)) I for ever!; involution N of J1 , Proposition I and 4 
together have the following consequence: 
F~HEOREhl I>. If G‘ is a connected group with m(G) 3 and o(G) I iu 
which every element of Y(G) ‘. I 1 ET )a anced and either )-generated or csceptional, 
then one I$ the jollowin~~ holds: 
(i) O(C,(x)) = I joy every involution ,L of G; 
(ii) CC;(x) is exceptional for some noncentral involution s of G. 
It is very likely that Proposition 4 holds equally well for noncentral 
involutions provided one assumes, in addition, that G has no normal subgroups 
of index 2. In fact, we have obtained such a result in many, but not all casts. 
HOWCVCI., the arguments, which arc quite long, involve a detailed analysis of 
the possible structures of a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. Such a general result 
would, of course, eliminate the second alternative of Proposition I and 
Theorem D and would thus provide a very effective sufficient condition for 
O(C,(s)) to be trivial for all im-olutions s of G. 
On the other hand, in practice, not only the elements of Y(G) will be 
2-generated or exceptional, but so also will the clcments of 5?*(G). Further- 
more, the elements of 9“(G) will also satisfy an additional condition which 
will enable us to prove that the subgroup dl r,,,(G) of Proposition I is, 
in fact, 2-constrained. Under these conditions, using a theorem of Shult 
[14], we can obtain a result for noncentral involutions that would appear to 
be entirely adequate in any specific application for eliminating case (ii) of 
‘I’heorcm D. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let G be u connected group with m(G) > 3, O,,.,(G) I, 
and O”(G) = G which satisfies the following two conditions: 
(a) Every element of 9*(G) is 2-generated or exceptional; 
(b) r,,,(G) is 2-constrained, S a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. 
Then either G is isomorphic to J1 OY G contains a normal subgroup of odd index 
isomorphic to PSL(2, 2’“), SZ(~~‘), OP PSC(3, 210, n Y; 3. 
To state a condition on the elements of Y*(G) which will force 1’,,,(G) to 
be ?-constrained in Proposition 1 or Theorem D, wc need two further 
definitions. 
Let N be an exceptional group with O(H) 1 with a central involution Cv, 
and possessing a normal subgroup L z PSL(2, 2”), Jlz(2”), or PSU(3, 2”), 
11 I-, 2. Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of L. Then, as we know, T is a Suzuki 
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&group and ‘V,(T) contains a cyclic subgroup of order 2’” - 1 which acts 
regularly on 1’. In addition, N,(T)CI,(L) - ,li,(T) x C’,(L) with C,,(L) 
either a cyclic 2-group or having generalized quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups. 
Since we also know the possibilities for H/LC,(L), we see that the strucrure of 
Xsr( T) is very precisely specified. 
DEFINITION 6. A quasisimple group .L will be said to be rplar if it 
satisfies the foIIowing two conditions: 
(a) for any subgroup H of AM(L) containing Inn(L), the centralizer 
of no involution of I-I is subexceptional; 
(b) if t is an involution which acts on15 and i Z(L); is even, then either 
C[,(r) contains a four group disjoint from Z{L> orLjO(L) z A7 , SL(2, q), or 
,$+$4, q>> q odd. 
These two conditions appear to hold generally in the presently known 
quasi-simple groups. 
Thus the folIowing consequence of Proposition 5 ~vouId appear to be 
sufficiently generat for a11 applications, 
TIGOREM E. Let G be a connectedgroup cith m(G) $ 5, O(G) = 1, am? 
OB(G) := G which satisfies the follomiq cotlditions: 
(a) ecery element of LP( G) is balanced; 
(1~) every element of Z?*(G) is ~~gultw und either 2-geneFated DT excepiortal, 
ITnder these conditions, UfC,(xff = 1 ftw e‘i?qy i~l~olution x’ of G. 
Our notation is standard and includes the use of the L%ar’r con~e~~i~~n for 
~~lno~~o~~hic images. 
2, PRoPosrTIoN 2 
To prove the proposition, we need two preliminary lemmas. 
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Proof. Since u and u” commute for u t k; , Y ’ is a group. Furthermore, the 
map a(~) -== uuQ is clearly a homomor~~hism of .K1 on E’. Thus Y is a nontrivial 
hon~omorphic image of K1 and so is quasisimple. r\jext, set X == CK(u) and 
R .-= K/Z(K), Since K is the direct product of the simple groups x1 , & 
interchanged by n, it is immediate that C,(a) == r with 7 s x1 . Since 
I’ C X, it follows that X == 7, whence ik‘ = I’(S n Z(K)) == YC,(,)(a). 
Hence 1‘ ~3 S and &‘I7 is Abelian; so Y -: L,(X). In addition, Z(J’) = 1 
as f ” ii, , and hence Zz(I’) C Z(K); so all parts of the lemma hold. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let S be a semisimple group with components & , 1 .< 6’ :< II. 
If the involution a and the group X act on K with a interchanging Ki and K,i , 
i -+ j, and A7 centmlizkg L,(c’f(,K,(a)), then W(X) centruli.zes K,K, . 
proof. We need only prove that each x of odd order in ,Y centralizes 
K,k; , By the preceding lemma, we have (.11~&)~ : u@ for all u in r\ri . Setting 
K = KiZ(.K), it follows that (ati:“)” E .i?i;‘, . However, as R is the direct 
product of its components x’,. , this forces ii” E ri;< or li-, and (iln)$ E K,j or 
Ki for all il + 1 in & . Hence, tither .Y or x2 leaves both KI and Kj invariant. 
Since ; o 1 is odd, me conclude that x leaves both Ki and Kj invariant, whence 
ii- W E Bi and (u”)“(G”)- 1 E i;i, . But these elements arc the inverses of each 
other as (uu”>~ -=: z@, and therefore each is 1, Thus s centralizes k’ikj and 
it follows at once from the three-subgroup lemma that N centralizes KiKj . 
Now let G he a group in which the elements of 9(G) are halanced and let 
0, 1) be two commuting involutions of G. set zz -: C,(b), ri :-= zr/qrr>, 
D =:: O(C,,(a)). Since O(CGfa)) n 1-l -,:: C,(a) f? t1 -~- C11(a), we have 
O(C,(U)) n H 5 D. H ence to establish Proposition 2, it will suflice to prove 
that D C O(fl), equivalently that D ---- 1. Moreover, by our hypotheses, the 
components of L,(H) are balanced. Hence, we arc reduced to proving an 
assertion about such a group $1. Since @Ii) =-: 1, we see that Proposition 2 
will be a consequence of the following general result: 
LEMh1.J. 2.3. If H is n group with O(H) --- 1 irz which the components of 
L,(H) are balanced, then O(C,,(a)) = I for nuly inrolz&on a of H. 
Proof. Set D =” O(C,,(a)), Q = O,(H), k’ = L,(N), and let Ki , I ::;: i :G II, 
be the components of K (if K .# 1). Our aim will be to show that D centralizes 
KQ. Since C,(KQ) C Q by [12, Theorem 21, this will force D L- I. 
15-e have [D, Co(n)] cl [D, C,(a) n Q] & I> n Q =-= 1; so D centralizes 
Co(a). Since a centralizes D, Thompson’s ,4 x B-femma 17, Theorem 5.3.43 
now yields that D centralizes Q. We are done if K == 1; so we can assume 
Kf 1. 
We must show that a centralizes each & ) 1 Y< i -< n. Suppose first that 
K, -= Kin # Ki . Setting I- I=: L,(CxiKl(a)), we have that Y is quasisimple 
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and O(Y) .:= 1 by Lemma 2.3. But [II, I’] is of odd order as I7 2 CH(a). 
Since D permutes the components of K among themselves, this is possible 
only if D leaves K& invariant, Since 1; is characteristic in CKi,l(u), D leaves 
I‘ invariant, and so [D, 1.1 is normal in Y of odd order. But O(I‘) ----- 1, 
whence [D, Y] ..~- 1 and D centralizes Y. Lemma 2.2 now yields that D 
centralizes K& . In particular, D centralizes Ki . 
Assume next that a leaves & invariant. We first argue that D leaves Ki 
invariant. Set R = @, al>. Since D centralizes R and C,(R) C CR(n), 
11 Cr O(C~(~)) and consequently [D, XH(R)] is of odd order, On the other 
hand, as R normalizes Ki and Z(KJ CQ _C I-Z, a Sylow 2-subgroup I$ of 
dyK1(R) is not contained in Z(K?). But / [D, R,] j is odd, and this is possible 
only if D leaves Ki invariant. 
If u centralizes Ki, then [II, Ri] G D n K, . Since [D, &] %:;I KT and 
O(K,) == 1, this forces [D, Ki] = 1; so D centralizes K, in this case. Hence 
we can suppose that a does not centralize & . 
Setting N II- f&D(a> and g = N/C,(&), we have that w is isomorphic 
to a subgroup of Aut(K,) containing Inn(Ki) and that 8 is an involution. Since 
k; is balanced by hypothesis, it follows that O(C~(~~) = I. But 
D _c o(c~l(u)) n fl’ c O(C~(ff)), 
whence D 6 O(CaQ(n)). Thus, B =: 1 and D 2 CK(K,); so D centralizes K; 
in this case as well. This completes the proof. 
3. PROPOSITION 3 
We shall derive Proposition 3 as a consequence of the following slightly 
more general rest&: 
PROPOSITIOX 3’. If Ii is a group with m(H) > 3 and O(H) -7 1 in which 
the &orn~~ne~ts ofL,fH) are 2-generated OT e~ce~tio?~u~, then one of the~o~~ozuing 
holds : 
(i) H is 2-generated; 
(ii) His exceptional; or 
(iii) (a) m(H) = 3; 
(b) ;f R is a Sylow Z-subgroup of Ii, then l&(R) is the central 
product of two quaternion groups; 
(c) the centralizer of no inztolution of H is exceptional. 
proof. Again set 0 = O,(H), K L- L,(N); let I& be the components of A’, 
I .s< i ::6 n (if I( f 1). We also let R be a Sylow 2-subgroup of N and set 
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x == .T,,,(H). If Wz(Q) ;- 2, we have II -= AX(Q) C S as Q (7 R, whence H 
is 2-generated. Hence we can assume that m(Q) 5. 1; so Q is cyclic or 
generalized quaternion. 
Suppose K = 1, in which case FI is I?-constrained and so C[JQ) C Q. Since 
772(H) ‘z 3, H r) Q, Since Q is cyclic or generalized quaternion and Q = O,(E-I), 
the onlv possibility is that Q is quaternion and j ZI/Q / - 
either case, WZ(JI) ‘ci 2, a contradiction. Thus, K g- 1. 
3 or 6. However, in 
Assume next that m(K,) ;> 2 for some i, say i ~- I. Setting R, ~~~ R A Kl , 
we then have Ki (7 C,(R,) C S as R, is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Kr , j >. 1. If 
m(C,(K,)) ‘G 2, it follows likewise that Kr c S, whence Kc S. But 
II =: K:V,(K n R) b!; the Frattini argument and iLJH(K n I?) c S as 
WZ(K n R) ‘> 2; SO II A\7 and 11 is 2-generated. Hence we can assume that 
m(C,(k’,)) : 1. 
In particular, Kr is then the only component of K of 2-rank at least 2; so 
Kl * ! II. If Kl C S, it follows again by the Frattini argument that H is 
2-generated, so we may assume that Kl g S. Since Kl is either 2-generated or 
exceptional bv hvpothesis, it follows now from the definitions that K, is, in 
fact, exceptional. Thus Kl g PX(2, 2’0, Sn(2”), PSC(3, 2”), n -1: 2, 
S2( S), J1 , or ii, . Since m(C,(K,)) c-1: I, we also have that C - (J,,(k;) has 
cyclic or generalized quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups. Moreover, if C,(K,) ~~ I, 
then I C is odd and so C 1 as C I 1 If and O(H) I. In this case, 
Kr ~4 PSL(2, 2’0, S’Z(~~), PSU(3, 2’0, or ff K, s Jr , and we conclude 
from the definition that N is exceptional. 
Hence we can assume also that Cn(K,) contains an involution t. Since the 
outer automorphism group of a Suzuki group is of odd order, all involutions of 
Ii lie in K,C if Kr ~2 S’,Z(~~~) or &(8); so H is exceptional in this case, too. 
On the other hand, if K, g PSL(2, 2”) or PSC(3, 2“), then either 1-I is 
esceptional or there exists an involution u of R with ZI $ KrC. But then by 
the structure of PE(2, 2”) and PrC’(3, 21L), we have 
k; = W,#,)> CK~(~). 
However, CK1(u) = CK,((u, t>) i: X, as (u, t). is a four subgroup of R. Since 
also IVKI(R1) C X, it follows that S, CZ -Y, contrary to assumption. Thus, N 
is exceptional in these cases as well. 
If Kl z Jr , we have that Kl -- (Cn-,(u) 1 u E R,*>. Since each (u, t) is a 
four group, WC reach the same contradiction as in the preceding case. On 
the other hand, if Kl z A, , it is easy to check that either H = Kl or else 
there exists an involution u :i/- f with u E R and u 4 Kl . However, we also 
have that X n Kl == T’,l,,(Kl) E A&. But, whether u induces an inner or 
outer automorphism of Kr , we compute that Kl = (X n Kl , CKl(u)>. 
Since CK,(u) = CK1((u, t)) C X, it follows that Kl (7 X, giving the same 
contradiction. Thus, II =: Kr and again His exceptional. 
1~Ve have therefore shown that II is either 2-generated or exceptional if 
nr(Kl;,) ‘;- 2 for any i, I :.? i :Z n. It thus remains to treat the case that each 
m(K,) -= I, whence Ki s a7 or SL(2, y,), qi odd, qi > 5, 1 < i -;i 12. We set 
R, :: R CT K; , 1 ~2 i : n. ITe note that Z(R,) = Q,(Q) for all i as Q is 
cyclic or generalized quaternion. Thus, K is the central product of its 
components Ki , 1 :< i 2-1 n. If n -) 3 or if n -- 2 and ; 0 .>. 2, it is 
immediate that m(C,(k’,)) 3 2 f or all i, in which case each K, C -Y, 1 - : z -‘i 11. 
But then K C Z and so H =: S by the Frattini argument. Thus, /I is 
2-generated in this case. Hence, WC can assume that either n 7: 1 or EJ -2. 2 
and 10 / = : 2. 
Let I be the involution of 0. If R contains an involution u not in KQ, then 
either II leaves each Kf invariant or II -2 2 and z* interchanges k; and Ka . 
In tither case, one computes easily by the known structure of the centralizers 
of involutions in the groups PSL(2, ‘I) and S, that R C X. Again, fl is 
2-gcneratcd by the Frattini argument. Thus, we can assume finally that all 
involutions of R lie KQ. 
In particular, if n = 1, Q must be generalized quaternion, since otherwise 
m(R) - M(R,Q) < 2, contrary to m(N) ;, 3. Thus Q,(R) is contained in the 
central product of two generalized quaternion groups when n = 1. nloreover, 
the same is true if E ~~ 2 as then KQ -7: K -7 Kr& , and Q,(R) i R,R, . 
Xe conclude therefore in either case that “Q,(R) is the central product of two 
quaternion groups. In particular, m(R) 3. Moreover, we aiso have that 
Z-i/K is solvable and it follows from the structure of K that C,(ZI) is not 
exceptional for any involution u of R and hence of fl. Thus all parts of (iii) 
hold in this case and the proposition is proved. 
To obtain Proposition 3 from Proposition 3’, we need the following 
lemma: 
Lmr~n 3.1. If G is a connected group witlz m(G) > 3, then m(C,(x)) 13 3 
for any inaolution x of G. 
P~oojI: Let 5’ be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G containing X, so that m(S) > 3 
and S is connected. If x E Z(S), the assertion is clear. In the contrary case, x 
centralizes a central involution of S; so x E A for some four subgroup A of S. 
Since m(S) > 3, S contains a four subgroup A’ with A f A’. But as S is 
connected, there exists a “connected” chain of noncyclic elementary Abelian 
Z-subgroups -3, of S, 1 < i :< II, with A, = A and A,, == A’. Clearly, we 
can assume that no two consecutive A, are equal. But then we must have 
_;I == d4, CA, and so m(A,) > 3. Since x E /l, A, C C,(x) and so n~(C,(x)) ‘2 3 
in this case as well. 
Now let the assumptions be as in Proposition 3, let x be an involution of G, 
set H -: C,(X), R = H/O(H), and let R be a Sylow Z-subgroup of H. By 
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the preceding lemma, m(ZZ) -5 3 as G is connected. In addition, the com- 
ponents of L,(H) are Z-generated or exceptional by hypothesis. Iience by 
Proposition 3’, either His Z-generated or is exceptional or else Q,(R) is the 
central product of two quaternion groups. In the second cast, it is immediate 
from the definition that H is exceptional. In the first cast S J’R,,(W 
covers H. But also if .4 is an elementary Abelian subgroup of K of order 8, 
O(H) m_ (Co&T) ; T C d, m(T) 2; ; so also O(H) c S. Hence. II -Y, 
and so li is 2-generated in this case. 
It thus remains to treat the case that !&(li) is the central product of two 
quaternion groups. \\:c shall argue that &? is a Sylow 2-subgroup (Jf G and 
that x is isolated in G. Since m(K) I-= 3, the third alternative of the proposition 
will therefore hold in this case. 
Let S be a Sylow Z-subgroup of G containing R. By the structure of Q,(K), 
we have that ix> :-: 8,(Z(R)), and so ( s, is characteristic in R. But then 
N,(R) 5 C,(x) = H, whence ,Vs(R) == R, forcing S =.- R. 
Suppose now that x is not isolated in G, so that hv (;laubcrman’s 
Z*-theorem, y” - x for some y + s in R and someg in G. Then, C’,(J$)~ : II 
and so C,(y)” 17 H, whence C’,(y)“ll c R for some h in 11. Thus, without loss 
we can assume that C,(y)” C R. But then 
(Q,(C,(y)))” = R,(C,(y)“) C O,(R) 
and consequently 
KQ,(CR(Y)V)” C WV. 
On the other hand, setting Q _: Q,(R), we have that y E (;, and that 
O,(C,(y)) = Q,(C,(y)). However, as Q is the central product of two 
quaternion groups and y /- x, C,(y) Iy,> x D, where D is dihedral or 
order 8 with D’ := (x1;. Hence, C&J,) ==y sZ,(C,(y)) and C&)’ : ix>. 
Combined with the final inclusion of the preceding paragr-aph, it follows now 
that xv E 2’. But Q’ = ix> and therefore 9 = x, contrary to the fact that 
yY == ,y and y i:. ,y. 
Combining Propositions 3 and 3’, we obtain the following additional 
result, using the fact that an exeptional group is not 2-generated. 
I'ROPOSITION 3”. If G is a connected gvoup with m(G) .; 3 iu achich every 
element of Z(G) is 2-generated, then the centralizer of no imolutiorr of G is 
erceptiod 
4. BALANCED, COSNECTED GROUPS 
In this section, we establish some general properties of a balanced, connected 
group G with m(G) > 3. Although most of these results appear in [IO], we 
include them here for completeness. 
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If d is a noncyclic elementary Abelian 2-subgroup of G, we set 
w;,, =5 (O(C&)) j a E R-j. 
M-e first prove 
L-EarTm 4.1. Y-he followir~g ~o~d~t~ons hold: 
(i) ( IIV,,)c = W,,izfo~ UWJ .2: in G; 
(ii) v, = W,f or any nomzyclic elementary Abelian 2-subgroup B of G 
z&id2 ceniraliz-es A. 
Proof. (.‘iearIy (O(~~~;(ff))~ == O(C~(~~)), f rom which (i) follows at once. 
B>- symmetry, WC need only prove W, i;: IF’s to establish (ii). Since B 
centralizes -II, B c Cc;(u) for a in d* and so B leaves O(C,(a)) invariant. 
Clearly, it will suffice to show that each O(CG(a)) C lVB . However, as B is 
noncwlic, 
But G is balanced by hypothesis, so for b in B#, 
OG(4) n C&d C WW)) 
and hence 
O(Cc(a)) C <O(C,(b)) j b E B*> = WB . 
Kmv invoking connectedness, we obtain as a corollary. 
I,EhlX% 4.2. If S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, then LV,, .- : i%‘, for any two 
noncyclic elementary Abelian subgroups A, B of S. 
Pw$ JYe know that there exists a connected chain of noncyclic 
elementary *lbelian subgroups /li of S, 1 :< i *< n, whose terminal members 
are d and Z3 respectively. Then Ai centralizes Ai+r and so IVAi = W,. r+x ’
I 2’: i : ; )z - 1, by the preceding lemma. Since A, = ;4 and A, == B, the 
lemma follows. 
We designate by W, the common subgroup WA as A ranges over the non- 
cyclic elementary Abelian subgroups of the Sylow 2-subgroup S of G. C)ur 
main result is 
PROPOSITION 4.3. I',,,(G) normalizes W, . 
PYOO~. M’e must show that NJ??) normaiizes IIQ for any subgroup R of S 
with m(Rf 2: 2. Let A be a four subgroup of R. If x’ E NG(R), then 
AZ c R c S and Ax is a four group. Hence by Lemma 4.2, 
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On the other hand, by Lemma 4. I(i), 
Together these qualities yield 
Since H., 7 lVs , s thus normalizes Il’,Y . JVe conclude that s,(n) normalizes 
IL/, , as required. 
There are a few other results xve shall need. 
LEnIxIX 4.4. Ifs is au involution of S, then O(C,(x)) L l;,. . 
Proqf. As argued in Lemma 3.1, s t 9 for some four suhgroup .-I of S. 
But then by definition of W,, , wt: have O(C,(x)) C IV, TV, . 
Sow set -11 = I’s,y(G). 
LEnInra 4.5. If K is a 2-generated sul~g~oz~p of G such that m(K n 31) > 2, 
then K L AI. 
Proof. Replacing K 1~~ a conjugate by an element of -lil, if necessary, we 
can assume without loss that R = K n S is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K n II. 
Then m(R) ;;: 2 by hypothesis and so ,1’,(R) C M. In particular, if 7’ is 
a Svlow 2-subgroup of K containing R, NT(R) C IV. Since R is a S~rlow 
,-subgroup of K n M, it follows that NT(R) = R and so T li. Thus, 
R is a Sylow 2-subgroup of K. Since K is 2-generated, w-e conclude that 
K -~: T,,(K) L I’,,,(G) =- 311. 
Finally, we have 
LEnIllA 4.6. If x is an involution of JII such that C,(x) is 2-generated, then 
C&) c 111. 
Proof. Replacing x by a conjugate in %, we can assume N t S. But then 
C,(.x) contains a four group and so m(C,(rr) n AZ) >, 2. The desired 
conclusion now follows from the preceding lemma. 
5. PROPOSITION 1 
Now let G be as in Proposition 1 and suppose that O(C,,(x)) + I for some 
involution s of G. Let S be a Sylow Zsubgroup of G. Then, S is connected 
and O(C,(x)) ;’ 1 for some involution x of S. We define WA and Ws as in 
the preceding section. By Lemma 4.4, O(C,(r)) C IJ7,Y and so we have 
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I,EMXIA 5. I. LV,, + 1. 
Since nz(S) ;, 3, S contains an elementary Abelian subgroup .-I of order 8. 
I%y Proposition 2, G is balanced. In particular, for u, u’ in A-1 ‘-, WC’ have 
O(C,(a)) n C,;(d) i O(C,;(a’)). 
It is immediate now from the definition that 0 is an d-signalizer functor 
on G. We can therefore apply Goldschmidt’s main result [6] to conclude that 
rr,:, = (O(C,,(a)) ~ a G -As‘ 
is of odd order. Since ?I:,, ~- lV.s , we thus obtain 
LEhliLlA 5.2. I?‘, is qf odd order. 
This in turn yields 
hiMMA 5.3. I’,.,(G) is a proper dgroup of G. 
Proof. Since O(G) :-~ I and K{, is nontrivial of odd order, AV,(l/l’,) C G. 
But T,s,,(G) C N,;(lV,) by Proposition 4.3 as G is balanced and connected 
with in(G) > 3. 
\f-e next prove 
LI~ILIA 5.4. O,,,,(G) =--: I. 
Proof. Set R = O,(G). Since O(G) =: I, the lemma holds if Ii I; 
so we can assume R J= 1. TVe have R C S as R c-1 G. Hence, if m(R) 2, 
then G :: N,(R) C T,,,(G), contrary to the preceding lemma. Hence, 
w(R) =z I, and so R is either cyclic or generalized quaternion. In particular, 
R contains unique involution z and 2 E Z(G). 
Since = E Z(G), we have O(C,(z)) m: O(G) : 1. Kow let x be any involu- 
tion of G. Then x centralizes z and as G is balanced, we ha\-e 
O(C,;(s)) = O(C&)) n G =- O(C&)) n C,;(z) C O(C,;(z)) ~~ 1. 
Thus O(C,(x)) = 1 for every involution M of G, contrary to our choice of G. 
\\:e have thus verified conditions (i) and (iv) of Proposition I. To establish 
the remaining two, we set ill := T,,,,(G) and first prove 
LEn,rRIA 5.5. For any imolution x of ;Pl, either C,(.Y) 5 ‘11 OY C,,(x) is 
c.rceptional. 
I’vooJ By Proposition 3, either C,(X) is 2-generated or exceptional or s is 
isolated. In the first case, C,(X) C ,1f by Lemma 4.6. On the other hand, 
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since O,,,,(G) I, CJlauherman’s %*-theorem implies that .\ is not isulat~d. 
Thus, one of the t\vo alternatives of the lcnlma must hold. 
‘T‘his establishes condition (ii) of Proposition 1. \\‘e nest pro\-c 
Since cxh .Y(,( 7’) !I rS,,(G) 111, the desired inclusion now follows. 
To\v using Bender’s classification of groups b hich contain a strongly 
embedded subgroup [2 and 31, we can verify condition (iii) of Prcyosition I. 
LmlalA 5.7. ( ‘(,(.X) g xj or s0117e iwaolution s of J1. 
f’m!f: Assume f&x. ‘I’hen JI is a proper subgroup of G which contains 
the ccntralizcr in G of each of its involutions. 1Ioreovcr, J\;,(S) c: .lZ as 
?71( S) 3. Hence, to prove that dl is strongly cmheddcd in G, we need onl! 
prove th;~t G ~ II contains an in\ olution. However, if false, then the normal 
suhgroul, K of G generated 1)~ the centralizer of every involution of G would 
lit in .I/. Ilut clearly S C K, ,md so G K:\;,,(S) hy the Frattini argument. 
Since K and \:,(S) lie in .I/, this forces G .lZ, contrar>- to 1,cmma 5.3. 
‘I’hus, .I/ is strongly embedded in G. Since O(G) I, \ve conclude IlOM 
by a corollary of Bender’s theorem that also O(JZ) I. Howewr, K 1. z O(31) 
hy the preceding lemma and K’, I’ I 11~ Lemma 5.2. ‘I’llis establishes the 
lemma and thereby completes the proof of Proposition I. 
\Ve obtain ‘I’heorems A, B, and C‘ as a direct corollary of Proposition 1. 
Indeed, if G satisfies the hypothesis of ‘I’heorem A, then Proposition 1 holds 
for G and so either the conclusion of l’heorem A holds or C’,,(.x) is exceptional 
for some involution N of G. However, since the elements of 9(G) are all 
2-generated by hypothesis, Proposition 3” rules out the second possihilit! 
and so Theorem A holds. 
If Y(G) is empty, then obviously every clement of Y(G) is 2-generated; 
so l’heorem B also holds. 
Finall!-, we note that in Section 5 the assumption that the elements of Y(G) 
were balanced and either 2-generated or exceptional was used solely to he 
able to apply Propositions 2 and 3. However, if G is balanced and the 
centralizer of every in\-olution of G is 2-generated, then the conclusions of 
these propositions hold. Hence, we can again apply Proposition I. Since the 
centralizer of no involution of G is exceptional, we conclude that Theo~ cm C 
&I holds. 
1,c.t G he a group with Z”(G) 1 in which II == C;,(.Y) is esccptional for 
some central inwlution .Y of G. To establish Proposition 4, we must prop c’ that 
G :y- jl . \Vc let S be a S!-low 2-subgroup of H and fix this notation. 
\\.c tirst prow 
Iwnwk 7. 1. H/0(11) is not isotnov@ir to A,, . 
I’Yoof. AAssume false, in which cast S is isomorphic to a S!.lo\\- 2-subgroup 
of A-f9 and hence also of A^, . Since II has no normal subgroups of inclc\- 2, 
neither dots G. Since Z’-(G) 1, G is th us a fusion-simple group with 
S\~low 2-subgroups of type As But the structure of the centralizers of the 
involutions of any such group have been determined in [I 1 , Theorem Li\] 
and in no case do wc have I-ljO(IY) e 2:) 
Sext MC eliminate the .‘?a(R) case. 
Proqf. Suppose false and let L E ,%(8) be normal in H II O(II). 
Since 11 is exceptional, Q = C&q(L) is cyclic or generalized quaternion. 
Jloreo\.er, S LL_O as Aut(L)iInn(L) is of odd order. Hence, if 1’ &Y n I,, 
WC have that S is the central product of T and Q and that <IX TncJ. 
IYc let T, (2 be the inverse images of 7’, 0 rcspectivcly in S, so that S ‘/‘Q, 
[ 7’, Q] = I, and T n ,O == c’.v.‘x. By the results of [I], Q,(T) -= .-i is clemcntary 
of order IO, and if t E T - -4, then t2 E .-I -- :.Y>. Since fJ centralizes T, it 
follows from the latter condition that also *4 L?,(S). In addition, WC‘ have 
C,-(-4) rm A and T/A elementary of order 8. Hence, C,(.-l) -= ;iQ and 
.S:C’,,(=l) is elementary of order 8. Finally, by the structure of :Vi(l’), we see 
that i\TH(,5’) contains a 7-subgroup B which acts nontriviallv on .d and on 
*s c',y(.4). 
\\:e now set :\- ~~ lLrC;(=lr) and :V :-= IV~C,(~~). Then, S is a Sylow 2-sub- 
group of LT and is elementary of order 8. Moreover, B is of order 7 and acts 
rcgularlv on S. We claim next that ni 3 SB. Indeed, since G has no isolated 
involution y = gn E 5’ for some 6 in G with y -f x. Since -4 z Q,(S), WC 
har.c 3’ :I A+ 1. But :I is clearly weakly closed in S and so y is conjugate to .x in 
J\‘. Hence without loss WC can assume thatg E N. Since SB C I/, SB ccntralizcs 
‘Y, and as .A”” ;’ s, it follows that g +$ SB. Thus A’ 1 SB, as asserted. 
Finally, as 712(J) 4, i\: is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(4, 2) 2 -+I*. 
However, it is easily checked that --ly contains no subgroup which has the 
structure of X. 
Thus xve arc reduced to the cast that H _ rL:O(fJ) contains a normal 
subgroup L isomorphic to PS’L(2, 2’0, S’z(2”), or PSC’(3, 2”), II ‘. 2. In this 
cast, ” C&q(L) is disjoint from 7’ S nL. Again WC let 7’, 0 denote the 
inverse images of 7’, ,O in II, so that now i’Q 7’ x 0, with T ;I Suzuki 
2-group and L> cyclic or generalized quatcrnion. We set R = Q,( 7’) so that L:’ 
is clcmelltarv of order 2”. Since i.1 = Q,(S)? WC then have that 
.-I I:‘, s . I:’ ./ (s,> : M,(TQ) and that d C Z(K)). Since x E C’.&L) 
it also follows from the definition of an csccptional group that all involutions 
of ,Y Iic in ‘7Q. Hence, in fact, 1 Qn,(,5’). Furthermarc, since S/TQ is 
isomorphic to a subgroup of Ilut(1,)/Inn(1,), S,‘11’Q is cyclic. Finally, by the 
structure of I,, nX(.-2) contains a cyclic subgroup R of odd order such that 
B;<‘,(A) is of order 2” ~ I and acts tl-ansitivelv on R”. \Vc fix this notation. 
I-sing a theorem of Huppert [13, Satz 3.5, 1;. 1621, wc shall no\+- establish 
the following kw result. 
1,rmr.a 7.3. Ib'e hme n 2. 
Proof. Again 11-c: set 8 :VcJA-I) and IV :~:m $/C,(A). Since TV ( C,(A) 
and S. T,O is cyclic, it follows that the Sylow 2-subgroup S of AT is qxlic. 
Hence, 5: has a normal 2-complement K. Furthermore, since Z*(G) 1, 
and .3 is weakly closed, wc again conclude, for some g in I\‘, that .x” 7’ s. 
Hcncc -\ does not fix X. L\Te claim that this implies that K does not leave E 
invariant. Indeed, assume the contrary. Since 1 ii 1 is odd and ’ .4/E 1 7 2, 
it follows that zq ~~ R Y (a , whew h centralizes a. But B C K and 
C,,(B) <Is This forces n ~~ .Y and c’,,(k) = (s‘ . Since, k .J x, this 
in turn implies that IV fixes s, which is not the case. Thus, K dots not leave 
1;’ invariant, as asserted. 
sow set r,, {.Y:, I’l ~~ ET, and l’? ~= -4 - E - {,x). Then r,, , rl , r, 
are precisely the orbits of LI in its action on -4”. By the preceding paragraph, 
fiy , B for some u in K. But then R n E' has index 2 in E and so half the 
elements of ZP lie in .LZ -- E. Since n ; 2, it follows that 
for some t in E++ y r, . Hence, r, and r, are fused in ni. But also xb E I’l u r, 
for some&r in N. Since 57 =: KS and ,!! fixes Y, we can takrX to lie in K. We 
conclude therefore that K acts transitively on il*. 
\Ye now consider the semidirect product X =~= M?. Then X is solvable 
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and the representation of X on the cosets of 6 is doubly transitive of degree 
i z;I ~ 2+‘. But now, by Huppert’s theorem, X is isomorphic to a subgroup 
of the affne semilinear group Y over GF(2” -1). As is well known, 
In particular, / K 1 divides I I ’ j. But u 5 h: and B is cyclic of order 
2” -~ I, so 
(2” - I) / 2’l+‘(2?1+1 - l)(lZ + 1). 
It follows at once that 2” - 1 divides n + I, which is possible only if n ’ 2. 
Since wc have 71 3: 2, we conclude that iz 2~ 2, as asserted. 
Finallv wc prove 
LEiWXA 7.4. ~9 .4 is elementary Abelian qf order 8. 
PRX$ \Ve have already shown that 11~ is solvable. Furthermore, / -2 j --= 8 
as n 2 and so 11’ is isomorphic to a subgroup of GL(3,2) z PSL(2,7). 
Since :V acts transitively on A+ and since / B j = 2” - 1 =: 3, the only 
possibility, is that N is non-Abclian of order 21. In particular, ’ A’ 1 is odd 
and WC conclude that S C C,(A). 
Return for a moment to A = T1/O(H). Since TX = 2, 1; z PSL(2,4) 
or PSr.‘(3, 4). We have that J’ centralizes EC A and B _ Z(r) with T a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of E. It follows at once now from the structure of Aut(L) 
that S CLC,(L), whence 3 --; r x g. Thus ,5’ -L T ii: Q. 
By the Frattini argument, LyV(S) covers .v and so IVK(S) contains a 
7-nlemcnt y which acts transitively on i-3*. This implies that no nontrivial 
proper subgroup of if is characteristic in S. 
Consider first the case that 1; z PSL(2,4), 1% hence T -= K and S =: E :I Q. 
This forces Q -: (xi, since otherwise (,v> would be characteristic in S. Thus 
s I{ ; : (my> =: il and the lemma hoIds in this case. 
Suppose then that L s PSC:(3, 4) in which case T/E is elementary of 
order 16 and A’&(S) contains a cyclic subgroup D of odd order such that 
~~C~(~) is of order 15. If 0 == <s>, then h -.-: W(S) and E is c~laracter~stic 
in S, a contradiction. Hence Q 3 (xj. Likewise, if Q is cycIic, then (.v‘~ = 
f2,(iY(Z(S))), while if 9 ‘. g 1s eneralized quaternion of order at least 16, then 
(x = - Q,(?J2(S)) and in tither case we again have a contradiction. We 
conclude that Q must be quaternion of order 8. 
Finalfy setting 3 = S/*4 = S/@(S) -I= ri’ x 0, we have that 8 is elementary 
of order F. Moreover, K = (D, y) acts on s and if we set 2 = &‘C,($, 
we have that B is of order 15 with D acting transitively on i;+ and trivially 
on 0. Aloreover, jj must be of order 7. But J?! is of odd order as S is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G. However, x is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
Aut(s) e G1,(6, 2) and one checks directly- that G1,(6, 2) possesses 110 
subgroup of odd order with the properties of K. This completes the proof. 
SOXV \vt’ can immediately establish Proposition 4 and Theorem L). Indeed, 
since S .-I is elementar\- of order 8, the structure of G is kno\\li by the 
main result of [4] or [ 161. Since Z*(G) 1 and the centralizer of an in\ olution 
of G is exceptional, we conclude at once that (,’ 2~: J, . Thus, Proposition 4 
is proved. Furthermore, Th eorcm 1) is an inlmediatc consc’qucncc of 
Propositions I and 4 together with the fact that O(C’,,l(.~)) I fol- c\-vi’\ 
involution s of jl 
\Ye conclude with a lemma lvhich we shall need in the nest section. 
LEM51X 1.5. Ij- .w is a Honcentral iirdution ($ the gmip G mcir t/d 
H C,,(s) is esceptioml, then ZI;‘O(Ff) rontaim n normal sul1gmup iwiltovphic 
to Psx(2, ‘“)! Sx(2’9, or PSI:(3, 29, /I ; 2. 
Pwo$. If false, then either lf/O(If) is isomorphic to A!, 01. it ctjntains a 
normal subgroup isomorphic to &z(S). Ii o\+wer, it follows at once in either 
case that (‘x =m Z(R) for any S~lorv 2-subgroup R of N. But then if S is _ _ 
a Sylow 3-subgroup of G containing K, WC see that ,A<,s(R) T II. ~llence 
llV.Y(H) mm= R and so S =: R. Since R is a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, s is thus a 
central involution, contrar! to assumption. 
8. ~‘ROPOSITION 5 
Th e proof of the proposition is quite long. 1Yc let G be a countcw\ample 
to the proposition. We set JI r,,,,(G) and fix this notation. By assumption, 
M is 2-constrained. 
We first prove 
LEMMA 8.1. The follozkng conditions hold: 
(i) if x is a central imolutivn of G which lies in -lI, then C,,(s) -1 .I1 and 
CG(x) is not exceptional; 
(ii) if x is an involution of M, either C,(x) i M or C,(s) is e.~ceptional; 
(iii) C,(,x) $ 42 for some involution x qf nd; 
(iv) two involutions of S conjugate in G are conjugate in 112. 
Proof. Since O,,,,(G) ::= I, Glauberman’s Z*-theorem together with 
Proposition 3 imply that C,,(x) is either 2-generated or exceptional for any 
involution x of n/r. In the first case, C,;(X) E M by Lemma 4.6 as G is connected 
with m(G) > 3. Moreover, if C<;(x) C ilil for every involution s of 211, then 
as in 1,emma 5.7, M is strongly embedded in G. Since O(G) = 1, Bender’s 
theorem [Z and 31 then implies thaw G contains a normal subgroup of odd 
index isomorphic to PSL(2, ZZ1t), L%(2’~), or rSC’(3, 2”). n >: 3. Since G is a 
eounteresampie to the proposition, this forces C,(x) $L M for some involution 
,Y of -II. Furthermore, if such an involution s were central, then G would be 
~sornol-l~l~i~ to .I1 by Proposit~(~n 4, again ~ol~tradi~ting our choke of G. Thus, 
C’c;(.~) ;l .lI for every central involution .x of G which lies in M and wt‘ 
concluck that (if, (ii), and (iii) hold. 
Finall\-, xvc use Alperin’s fusion theorem 17, Theorem 7.2.71 to establish (iv). 
\Vith the aid of it, nnc easily reduces the desired assertion to the verification 
of the f‘c~llo\ving statement: If s, J‘ arc involutions of S which are conjugate in 
I\‘,;(?‘) for some subgroup T of S co~ltaining ,Y and y. then x and J* are 
conjugate in ;I]. Ulearb, this is true if x -- y. On the other hand, if .T ;/. J, 
then 7’ is certainly not cyclic or generalized quaternion, so rtl(T) : _ 2. But 
then .\‘,,(7’) 5% ITT,?(G) -. :I1 and again our statement is clear. 
X’errIflrk. \S‘e note that by Lemma 8.1 (i), a central involution of G which 
lies in .I1 is contained in the center of a S+w Z-subgroup of .?ii and so is 
central ix -11. Converscl\;, as -11 contains a Sq’low 2-subgroup of G, evtq 
central il~~[)l~itioIi f -II is central in G. 
Pror$ Set H :: CJs) and H .- I~~~(~). Ny Lemmas 8.1(i) and 7.5, 
s is noncentral and H contains a normal subgroupe isomorphic to YSL(2, Zi’), 
Sk@“), or f’S’1-{3, 2’“), 71 1.2 2. As in section 7, if R is a S$otv 2-subgroup of 
II, then .-I =: Q,(R) is of the form B x (s;, where E is elementary of order 
2’l and .2‘,(A-I) contains a qclic subgroup B of odd order which acts transitively 
on B’. Aloreover, B has exactlp 3 orbits on k; Ilamely r, TIT: ix] r \-I I?+ Vi? 1 ‘f 
and L .-I -.- E -- (xi of lengths 1, 2” -- I, 2” - 1 respectively. 
Now kt S be a S$w 2-subgroup of G containing R and set Z := Q,(%(S)). 
Since % oentrafizes s, Z G xg. Furthermore, K C S as w is noncentral. Since A 
is tharxtcristic in R, it follow that iY,lr(3) 3 R. ~hoosi~~g u in :Ys(Ax3) - R, 
we haw that 1’ -:;.: J” + x andy E A. Thusy E 1; u rz . If E” -# E, then as in 
Lemma 7.3, r, and rs would be fused in fi :- .V~(A) and then N would act 
transitivclv on ,3”. But then N would be conjugate in ;V to an element of 2, 
contrary to the fact that x is noncentral. Thus E” =_ E, whence also (B, u> 
leaves .zf - E --: r, u F, invariant. 
By the preceding paragraph, y L= s” E F, and therefore (B, II,? acts 
transiti\el>- on F, w F, . This implies that no involution of To u 17, is central, 
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whence 2s C r, EP. Since II acts transitively on E*, all involutions of % 
are thus conjugate in G and so G has only one class of central involutions. 
Furthermore, it also follows that all noncentral involutions of G which lie 
in R arc contained in r,, u lT2 and so are conjugate to x in G. Since I? was an 
arbitrary Sylow 2-subgroup of II, we conclude that ever\- noncentral involu- 
tion of G which lies in H is conjugate to .V in G and the lemma is pro&. 
LEklJf.4 8.3. The following conditions hold: 
(i) ezeuy central inoolution of JZ lies in O,(df) 07 O,f,,(M) according as 
O,(AZ) is vlontri7.%al or tvizial; 
(ii) ‘II contains no rzontririal normal subgroups of G. 
Pvooj1 Set % mm n,(Z(S)). ‘I’0 establish (i), it will clearly suffice to prove 
that % C O?,,,(JI) with Z i 0,(:11) if O,(lIZ) + 1. However, as J1 is 2-con- 
strained by hypothesis, Z 5 O,,,,(Jl), and so we need only treat the case 
O,(JI) -,I- 1. Since O,(l%I) L! S, it follows that Z,) z n O,(AZ) ; 1. But 
by Lemmas 8.1(k) anti 8.2(i), all mvolutions of % arc conjugate in 41. Since 
Z,, -: I, this forces Z,, =~ %, proving (i). 
SUppOSe G possessed a nontrivial normal subgroup I/ with Ii ‘I JI. 
Since O(G) I, ~ II is even, whence S n I1 ;’ I and so also Z n fl ; 1. 
Howew~, % r O,,,,(dZ) be. (‘) Y 1 , and, as H c 11Z, it follows that Z n H C.1 02,,,(H). 
Since I1 ~‘1 G, we conclude that O,,,,(G) :’ I, contraq to assumption. _r 
LIihlnrr\ 8.4. If .I’ is a vioncentral imolution of G, then tJ,(.x) is esceptional. 
Proof. 13~ the preceding lemma, some conjugate 3’ of s is not in .I/, since 
otherwise ~x~.x” 1 g E Gi would bc a nontrivial normal subgroup of G contained 
in 111. Let z be a central involution of 5’. Then, 3’ and z are not conjugate in G, 
and so there exists an involution u in G which centralizes both y and 1. B!; 
Lemma 8.1(i), C,(z) r !I7 and so u i dl. Since J’ F C,(U) and J’ $ II/, 
1,emma 8.1 (ii) implies that C,(U) is exceptional. But then 4’ is conjugate to u 
by Lemma 8.2(ii). Hence x is conjugate to U, and therefore C’,(x) is exceptional. 
As an immediate corollarv we have 
Imrnla 8.5. Ifs is a noncentral incohltiovl qf G, then C’,,(x) g AI. 
Proof. \Te can suppose .I t S. B!; Lemma 8.3(i), WC have 
% Q,(Z(S)) i O,,,,(M). 
Hence if H : C,(x) C dl, it \vould follow that Z !Q 0,,,,(71). Howexr, 
.x t Z(H) and s $ % as N is noncentral. Thus <Z, s: is a 2-subgroup of 
O,,,,(!I) of rank at least 2. But then it is immediate from the structure of an 
exceptional group that N cannot be exceptional, contrary to the preceding 
lemma. 
We now invoke Shult’s theorem [14]. 
Proof. Suppose false and set 7* = O,(dZ). By Leqma 8.3(i), every 
central involution of M lies in T and so lies in Z{Y). ~Ioreover, if z is a 
central in~ol~ltion of N and ZQ E ;V for some R in G, then a” -- z‘s for some m 
in :?I by Lemma S.l(iv). Since .z E Z(T), it follows that also Y E Z(T). Thus 
the weak closure of z in X is Abelian. But CG(z) C :W by Lemma &l(i), and 
so the weak closure of u” in C,(z) is also Abelian. 
This is precsisely the hypothesis of Shult’s theorem (for central involutions). 
Since O,,,,(G) = 1, it follows that G possesses a normal subgroup N of the 
formtl, ;< N, :l ..I ‘< I-I,. , where $1, E PSL(2, 2??+, .%(2”i), or FSU(3, 2’1t), 
n, :;: 2, 1 -5.. i i r. If Y > 1, then Nj L ;1’(;(S n H,) C Af for all i # j, and 
then Ii 2 :1, contrary to Lemma 8.3(ii). Thus r = 1 and II - jr, . 
Since G has only one conjugacy class of central involutions and N c~ G, 
they all lie in H. This forces C~;(Z~) to be of odd order. Since O(G) == 1, 
we conciude that C,(H) --- I. Thus G‘ is isomorphic to a subgroup of the 
automorphism group of I”( II, . Rut we know that C,(x) is exceptional for 
some involution x of G. Then .T $ HI; otherwise, C,;(s) would be solvahlc by 
the structure of 1J1 and the fact that Gj1f is Abelian. The latter condition thus 
implies that G has a normal subgroup of index 2, contrary to hypothesis. 
As a coroliary, wc obtain 
Lmriu 8.7. For some Sylozu subgroup P oj O(M), zoe have C,,,(P) G O(J1). 
Proof. Set C = C,,(O(M)) and suppose 1 C , is even. Since C <j izI, C 
thus contains a central involution of 111. But these all lie in O,,,,(:V) by 
Lemma &3(i), and so n -I-I C n O,,,,(M) is also of even order. But 
D == f?(D) x o,(D) as D centralizes O(M) and hence O,(D) #- 1. Since 
11 <I dl it follows that O,(n) C O,(X), ;h v. ence O,(dl) :,T~: 1, contrary to the 
preceding lemma, We conclude that C is of odd order. 
Now Jet z be a central involution of S. Then x does not centralize O(M) by 
the preceding paragraph and so z does not centralize an S-invariant Sylow 
p-subgroup I’of O(X) for some prime p. Set MO = IV:\~(P) and C,, == C&l”,). 
Then C, -:I MO and by the Frattini argument M 7: ~(~~~~~~~~ , whence also 
O( ‘lZ)CO 4 Jf. 
\Ve argue that 1 C,, / is odd; so assume the contrary. Since S 5 -IT,, , it 
follows that : C, j contains a central involution of S. But all central involutions 
of X lie in O,,,,(X), so C1 -- 0,1,,(.13) 17 C,, contains a central involution of S. 
Ho\vc~cr, O(A1)(‘, ,‘j JZ as O(:V)C,, c I Ail and consequently all central 
involutions of .12 lie in O(lll)C, In pai-tic&r, z E O(Jf)C’, . Since C, is 
S-invariant and C, 5 O,,,,(:JZ), WV s~‘c’ that O(M)C, O(M)(S n C,). 
‘I’hus 27’ F S n C, for some u in O(M). Hut then [e, U] t O(;Jr) n S 1, md 
so z 2” F c, c- C‘,, , contrarv to the fact that 2 does not ccntralizc P. 
Since O(!ll)C’,, < j ill and (;, ~ is odd, \\\c conclude that (‘,,,I: O(M), 
as asserted. 
TVe fix a prime p for which 0(X2) contains a Sylow p-subgroup P such that 
C’,,(P) ‘c O(llZ). UYthout loss wc can choose I’ to be S-invariant. 1Vc prove 
lxdnl.4 8.8. [f&y is a mnrrntrnl incolution (f S, then C,(.v) -L 1. 
l’roqf. Suppose false, in bvhich case .X inverts P and 1’ is Abelian. Set 
ill,, : iV,,l(P), C,, = C,,,(P), and M,, -~ ,‘13,,:C,, . Then ill,, is isomorphic to 
a subgroup of Aut(P). Moreover, as C,, i O(Jl), the Sylow 2-subgroup S of 
:I{,,, is-isomorphic to S and so N is a noncentral involution of S. However, 
this is impossible as .r inverts P and s is faithfully represented as a subgroup 
of Aut(P). 
1\‘e now choose .X to be an involution of 5’ such that C’,,(,Y) a JI anu’, if 
possibly, choose ,x to lie in O,,,,(AZ). 1% ‘e set II ~~ C’,,(x) and t-1 ~mm HlO(If). 
By Lemmas 8.l(ii) and 7.5,H is exceptional and II contains a normal subgroup 
E isomorphic to PS’L(2, 2”), Sz(2’0, OI- I’S1,‘(3, 21’), ?z _. 2. \Ve let R be a 
Svlow ‘-subgroup of H. lVithout loss \ve can assume R i: ,Y. :1s usual, 
i Q,(R) A’ < ‘[S , where l? Z(R n L) is clementarv Abelian of 
order 2j6. \Ve also set F i\r1J14) and let I, be the inverse image of1, m 1I. 
\Ve fix all this notation for the balance of the section. 
IVe first prove 
LEMNA 8.9. I 0( II) 1 is dizisible by p. 
Proof. Bp the Frattini argument, 11 ~~ LF. Using standard properties of 
the groups PSL(2, 2’L), SX(~‘~), PSc’(3, 2”), we conclude easily that an) 
F-invariant subgroup of H of odd order necessarily lies in O(f1). But 
F = IVY c‘ r,,,(G) = M and so I; normalizes II n O(M) :m Co(,\,)(s). 
Hence N n O(M) C O(ZI). In particular, C,(x) C O(H). Since C’,(X) $- 1 by 
the preceding lemma, the desired conclusion follows. 
If Q,, is an R-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of H, we thus have that Q, ;‘- 1. 
In addition, N&&) covers H/O(H). Thus there exist p-local subgroups of G 
which contain R and cover H/O(H). T o analyze these, we need the following 
result, whose proof utilizes our hypothesis on the elements of 8*(G). 
LEMMA 8.10. If K- is a p-local subgroup of G containing R which couers 
H/O(H), then we haee 
(i) K is esceptioizal; 
(ii) if K contains an isolated in~olutiotl, then K = O(K)(K C? II); 
(iii) K does ?zot contain a Syloec 2-sul1g,,aroz1p of G. 
PI-oqf. The elements of 9*(G) are 2-generated or exceptional by 
assumption. Since nz(R) ;: 3, Proposition 3’ thus holds for K. But C’,.(.V) is 
exceptional as K covers 11:‘0(11) and H is exceptional. 11-e therefore conclude 
that K is either 2-generated or exceptional. Howe\-er, in the first case K ‘-~ :\I 
by Lemma 4.5 as K n -11 contains R. But then .13 covers If;‘O(H). IIowe\-er, 
as O(II) is &q-invariant and m(d3) ’ 3, we also have that O(Ii) c .U. Thus 
II 2 :I/, contrary to our choice of II ~~~ C(,(,x). \\‘e conclude that K is excep- 
tional, proving (i). 
Suppose K has an isolated involution t, in which case t is in the center of 
h- KY)(K). If x + t, then c:s, i,> would be a normal four subgroup of 
C,(F). But then C,(x)~O(C,(x)), which is isomorphic to IT/O(H), would 
also contain a normal four subgroup, contrary to the structure of H/O(lr). 
Hence x f E Z(K), and, consequently, K O(K)CJx) = O(K)(K n If), 
proving (ii). 
A4ssume finally that K contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. If 
then x is clearly a central involution of K and so is a central involution of G, 
which is not the case. Thus K is not of this form. Tl’e reach the same contra- 
diction if K has Abelian Sylow 2-subgroups; so K,‘O(K) is not isomorphic 
to J, . Since K is exceptional, the only possibility is that x 1 K/O(K) 
contains a normal subgroup L, E PS’L(2, 2”1), ~Sz(2”1), or PSC(3, 2”l) with 
C,-(L,) =: 1. Since K covers H/O(H), CR(-) x 1s non-Abelian and this forces 
~$1,~ . Since the outer automorphism group of a Suzuki group is of odd 
order, L, is thus not a Suzuki group. 
By the structure of PrL(2, 2”1) and PTLT(2, 2’(l), WC have that a Sylow 
2-subgroup S, of K containing R has the form S, =: T,,Y, where i’, is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of& , l’, .3 S, , S is cyclic with x E X, and T, n X -:: 1. 
Furthermore, and every involution of T1 lies in Z( T1). 
But G has no normal subgroups of index 2 by hypothesis. Since S, is a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G, we can apply an extended form of Thompson’s 
fusion lemma [15, Lemma 5.381 to conclude that x must be conjugate to an 
involution t of II‘, How-ever, t is a central involution, while x is noncentral. 
This establishes (iii) and completes the proof. 
Now let Q be an K-invariant p-subgroup of G of maximal order such that 
K -= i\‘(;(Q) covers EI/O(H) and fix this notation as well. We know that 
Q f 1 and hence that K is a p-local subgroup of G. We now prove 
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LEMMA 8.1 I. If jl and Jz aye subgroups OJ C containing R such that Jz 
COWYS J,,iO(J1) alzd J1 coDers M/O(H), then Jz covevs H/O(U). 
Proof. As J1 = (ji n Ja) O(JJ and .L E J, n Jz, it follows that CJ,(,x) 
c J,nJ,(.v) C’u(J,i(x). That is, JI n H (J, n I2 n N)(O( J1) n H). But 
O(Jr) n N is R-invariant. Since 2-signalizers in II/O(N) are trivial by the 
structure of H, O(J1) n II <I O(H). Hence 
J1 n II :, ( J1 n Jx n II) O(H) L (J2 n H) O(Il). 
As Ji covers H/0(11), so does Js . 
\Ye next prove 
LWiUA 8.12. The following conditions hold: 
(i) Q C M; 
(ii) Q n O(M) is a Sylozu p-subgroup of O(M); 
(iii) Q Q O(Jf); 
(iv) Co(s) C O(;If); 
(Y) $0, is a nonthial R-incauiant normal sulqoup of Q, then iV;(Q,) 
does not cozer both K/O(K) and O,~,,(M)jO(AT). 
Proof. Since Q is ,d-invariant and rn(,lj) : 5 3, we have Q (- 11, so (i) holds. 
Suppose (ii) is false. Then, if U is an RQ-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of 
O(JY), we have U $ Q, and so lj;, -XrU(Q) g Q. It will suffice to prove that 
k’,, c O(K), for then if Q” is an R-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of O(K) 
containing C;, , we shall have Q* 2 CT,, 3 Q. But nr,(Q*) covers K/O(K) by 
the Frattini argument and so covers F1/O(f1), contrary to our maximal choice 
of Q. 
Since K is a p-local subgroup of G containing R and covering H,‘O(II), 
the preceding lemma applies to K. Hence, if K has an isolated involution, 
we have R = O(K)(K n II). Setting f-r,, == K n H and F0 = lVH,(;l), it 
follows that F,, covers FO(II)/O(f1). But as r,‘,, C O(iV) and F C M, we 
have that [l,‘,, , F,J is of odd order. Since H,/O(H,,) g If/O(H) and 
K ~~ O(K)H, , it follows once again by standard properties of the groups 
PSL(2, 2”), Sz(2”), PSC(3, 2’“) that U0 C O(K), as required. 
If K/O(K) E Jr , then CO, being R-invariant, necessarily lies in O(K). 
But K is exceptional and so, as in the preceding lemma, there remains only the 
case that k- ::I K/O(K) contains a normal subgroup t, z P&5(2, 2?l1) or 
PSC(3, 211) with C’,(L,) = I. If S, g a ain denotes a Sylow 2-subgroup of K 
containing R, we have S, C M by Lemma 4.5 and consequently [S, , U,,] 
is of odd order. Hence, so is [S, , t:,], and WC conclude at once now from the 
structure of PTL(2, 2,~) and PrU(3, 2”1) that o,, == I. Thus, lJ, i O(K) 
in this case as well and (ii) is proved. 
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Suppose nest that fJ C O(:W). Then Q is a Sylow p-subgroup of O(Jlj by 
(ii) and so K covers M/0(:12) by the Frattini argument. In particular, K 
contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of 112 and hence of G, contrary to the preceding 
lemma. Thus (iii) also holds. 
NOW set go c&q, 117 :~- nfjo(sz), f7 =- O,(M), and Ir,, =--- C,(x). 
Then, I .,, .<.I CA,7(~). But 8 is a Sylow 2-subgroup of CA1y(x) = 1-I A 121, and so 
r,, (1. R. However, as 0 is R-invariant, this implies that [PC,, r’,,] C 0 n f- .-: 1, 
whence Q,, centralizes r,, = C,(2). PJ-OK Thompson’s ,II :< &lemma yields 
that Q(, centralizes r”. Since ?I2 is 2-constrained, this forces c>,, m= I, whence 
Q,, 11 O(dl), proving (iv). 
Jxt Q, be a nontrivial R-invariant normal subgroup of 0 such that 
A-, : 3’&) covers both K/O(K) and ~~~‘,~(~~~)~O(~~~). By Lemma 8. Ii, k; 
covers ff/O(ff). Since R C-Z K, , R leaves invariant some Sylow 2-subgroup I~- 
of O1z,,(A11) n k; and we have that V is a Sylow 2-subgroup of O,,,,(JZ). If 
I-< R, then ii O*(:v) c 12. But as 0 is R-invariant, this implies that 0 
centralizes CT and as ,U is 2-constrained, this forces Q c O(X), contrary to (iii). 
Thus I” q R and so C-R g R. In particular, R is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of 1;1 . 
Since K1 is a p-local subgroup of G, the preceding lemma also implies that 
K, is exceptional. Since R is not a Svlow 2-subgroup of K, , X is noncentral 
in A*, . Then S, = K,/O(K,) possesses a normal subgroup, which we 
again denote by L, , isomorphic to PSL(2, 2”1) or @SL’(3, ?“I) with 
C,JL,) -z 1 . \I’e have Q C K1 as Q1 .-...I Q. It follows now as in the proof of (ii) 
that f r -~ tJ n O(M) c O(KJ. On the other hand, 0 n O(k;) is a f-invariant 
subgroup of ;1,f; and as ilfis 2-constrained, this implies that Qn O(k;)L O(iW). 
TVc conclude therefore that U : 0 n O(K,). 
Kc argue that El- is, in fact, a Sylow p-subgroup of O(k;). Let [., be 
a QR-invariant Sylow p-subgroup of O(k;) containing C’. Sam- A’~(E~& 
covers k;iO(k;) and so covers K/O(K) by Lemma 8. f I. Since K == :I’@), 
it follo\vs that X,(Qc;) covers K/O(K) ’ d dn so covers H/O(N). Since Qri is 
R-invariant, our maximal choice of C_, now forces QE,T1 = Q, x-hence I;‘, (z Q 
and so I,‘, =: L7. Thus Cr is a Sylow p-subgroup of O(K1). 
On the other hand, U is also a Sylow p-subgroup of O(il!) by (ii). Hence if 
we set .A- = ;I;,;( C) WC have that N is a p-local subgroup of G which contains 
R and covers both ~~~~O(-~~) and K1/O(K1). The latter coyering implies that ;V 
covers K/O(K) and so also covers I$/O(N), while the first implies that N 
contains a Sylow 2-subgroup of G. However, this contradicts the preceding 
lemma and establishes (v). 
As a consequence of the lemma, we have 
LEMMA 8.13. The following conditions hold: 
(if p == 3; 
(ii) s 6 O,r.,(%). 

Pwv~. 13!- the preceding lemma, x $ O,,,,(Al) d : 11 an 50 3 7 over choice of .I, 
C’,(.Y) L .\/ for every involution x of O,,,,(;YZ). \l:e conclude therefore from 
Lemma 8.5 that all involutions of 0,,,,(92) are central. Since -1f has only one 
co~~jugac~- class of central involutions, this implies that every involution of I 
licx in If7 a,(Z( I’)). \I:e shall use this fact to prove (i), hut first we 
cstahli5li (ii). 
\\.e ha\-c that C4(B) (2, Since x # C and L-1 = Q,(R), it follows that 
C’,,,(B) I. Since x leaves C,(B) invariant and R n 1 -= C,(X), this in 
turn injplics that C,(B) I. In particular, R n c. [R n C7, B]. But R 
lea~cs R?‘in~ariant and we conclude from the preceding equalit)- that, in fact, 
K/-l I. 1 %. Hence if we set D = C,(T), it follo~vs that D ccntralizcs 
R A I’ C,‘r(x). But, then, I> centralizes I7 by Thompson’s --I ,.: B-lemma. 
‘1’1~ ?-constraint of ,1/ no\v forces U = 1. Thus, R + R,‘D, and so R is 
c\cIi(: of order q ~ I. Moreover, as with B itself, WC also conclude that 
c-y(h) ! for each 6 in R--; so B acts regularly on If and (ii) is proved. 
c h~i-w nest that C’I’(f) R n I7 IS nintrivial and U-invariant. Since 
Rfll 7‘ and I!’ n,(p) with B acting transitively on E”, MY must have 
6 ’ 7’. Ifcnce by the first paragraph of the proof, L?Z IIT. lloreover, if 
i:‘, 2 1:‘. WC also have that R, Z: - “1 C TI,L In addition, B, ;y R,iD and so A’, 
is cl clic of o!-der 4’ .- 1 and acts regularly on E, Furthermore, for each 
6 in N,’ , Y leaves C,‘v(b) invariant. Hence if C’,(i)) ;’ 1, then CR,,(b) =/ I. 
Howc\.cr, as R n I I L T and I;,’ C!,(r), this implies GE(h) cm I, which is 
not tlir caac. ‘L’hus C,(b) 1 for all b in H, y and we conclude in this c:xx as 
well that IL!, acts regularly on r’. 
Sow, WC’ argue on 0. \I:c know that Co(x) ii O(M) and that Q ;~- 1. ‘1%~ 
first condition implies that .% inverts Q and so Q IS hbelian. Since Q is 
K-inr-ariant, we also have that Q centralizes E. But, then, [g, W] is disjoint 
from I:’ and invariant under X. As above, this forces [Q, I!$ :: 1, whence 
Q centralizes IIT. \F’e conclude that ;\7,,,\l(Q) contains an R-invariant 7-subgroup 
JI’ which maps on TIT and contains E. 
If II- .‘i K, then 1,T7 m= B, B, :m. B, and B acts transitively on IV-, \rhich 
contains all the involutions of I . Thus, i” is a Suzuki 2-group in this case and 
rl- q. In the contrary case, R is not a Sylow 2-subgroup of K, Tl exists, 
and 7‘, :m= E1 r) 8,‘. But by the structure of K, I?, is an elementary 
Abelinn Z-subgroup of K of maximal rank. Since E, C W’, this forces i?, IV 
and so II, acts transitively on W+. Again, F is a Suzuki 2-group, but u-ith 
ri. q”. 
Srst we argue that Ly has order 1 W’ 13. Indeed, since B, acts regularly on I’ 
and normalizesg, which is a 3-group, we see that O,(i3,) is forced to centralize 
9. Since Q -1 gO,(B,), we also have that O,(B,) centralizes a subgroup Q, of 
Q of order 3. Since B, n p = 1 and B, == O,(B,) j< O,(B,), it follows 
that B,(l, B, x Q, . But C‘v(I’) C i;;; as <III is 2-constrained. Since Q 
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centralizes JY and Q i I, it follows first that 1’ 3 W’, whence JF --~ @(I-). 
But, then, R,$, must be f~iit~~full~ rcpresentod un r =~- t;!iJ”. Since 
/ B,Q, i : % ’ W / - I and R, acts regularly on 17, this forces / I’ II’. 
Since I’ is a Suzuki Z-group, wc conclude that ’ i’ I W 3. 
Now WC prove that R, is, in fact, a 3’-group. Indeed, if false, then K, 0, 
contains a subgroup of type (3, 3). But then J?, C'&*) :f 1 for some 
element?; of B,f;i, of order 3. Since IF1 is R,-invariant and y does not centralize 
F, the only ~ossil~ilit~ is that P :-:= P, ,’ FZ , where fj i ! tv / and f&Q, 
lcavts p, invariant i =- 1, 2. If CT’~ denotes the inverse image of i), in i ‘, then 
I ‘i is a Suzuki ?-group of order I W /e and is invariant under B,g, , i I, 2. 
Since -v centralizes 7 J 1 , it follow that y centralizes i, . Our conditions also 
impIy that j must act regularly on f, and hence that [1 ‘L. , ~1 = IF2 . But 
[I’, , J *] i TV iZ r’,; SO -v centralizes both I if and [t’, , f Z]. Hence, hi the 
three-subgroup Iemma, i 7t ccntralizcs [J 7Z , .y] 1. i?, However, fS,- acts 
transitively on 11’” and so thorc exist elements ri of order 4 in I,) , 1 ! , 7, 
such that t,,e 7 “2. Since I’, n L”, JJ’ and [C’, , c’,] = 1, it follo\vs that 
7~~2'~ is an involution of I , not in Jl’, contrary to the fact that CI- contains all 
involutions of iI. Hence B, is a 3’-group, 2s claimed. 
Finally, the preceding argument also yields that U -=-- O,,,(R) centralixs (,,. 
But, then, if Q contained a subgroup of type (3,3), we could repeat our last 
argument to reach the Sante contradiction. Likewise, we would reach the 
same col~trad~cti(~n if BP acted reducibly on J” .:- r:JV. Thus &j is c>-clic 
and acts irreducibly on z’:‘Z(r), proving (iii). 
Kow w set I; = Q n O(Mj and % !Z,(Z(f;)). Since Ia’ is :i Sylow 
p-subgroup of 0(;11) and Q is an R-invariant 3-subgroup of 121, there exists 
an R-invariant Sylow 2-subgroup P’ of O,,,,(df) ,I 1 ‘< I w uc I IS xrmutable with 0 
and normalizes I ‘. By part (if of thu prrcuding lemma, J - is a Suzuki 2-gwup 
of order 9” u.ith center A’. iCIore:xcl-, as in thv proof of Lemma 8.13, 
O,( P-g 1 and consequently Z(Q) (- F ‘. Thus Q,(Z(Q)) C %. 
As our finai lemma, WC prove 
Lsamt.* 8.15. We knee C,(Z) C E. 
Pwof. Suppose false. Since R normalizes Q, it normalizes CT anti so acts 
on Z. But BQ acts irrcduciblc on iT/E by the preceding lemma. Since -V-,,[( C-) 
covers BQ, WC see that the only possibility is that C,(Z) : V, Thus V’ 
centralizes % and so centralizes Q, :-- 52,(%(Q)) !Z %. Hence NG(Q,) covers 
O,,,,(;l1)/O(M). But 0, is R-invariant and .!VG(Q1) contains K; so Lemma 
%12(v) is contradicted. 
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Now we can quickly derive a final contradiction. Let 9 be the set of all 
elementary Rbelian subgroups of Q of maximum rank d and set 
Qr = (D ; 11 E a’>. Then clearly Qr is R-invariant and Kc Arc(&). 
Lemma 8.12(v) will yield the desired contradiction provided we prove that 
Q, i- C, for then X&t;‘) will be contained in ?J&,). Since U is a Sylow 
3-subgroup of O(M), it will then follow by the Frattini argument that 
IV&&) covers O,,,,(M)(O(M). 
Assume false and let D, bc an element of B with D,, $ c,‘. Since Q is cyclic 
in M, 11, is thus of order 3. Since I” = V/E IS elementary of order @ and Bg 
is cyclic and acts irreducibly on IT, D, necessarily acts fixed-point-free on p. 
Clearly then there exist elements @I , u2 in V -- E such that if vve set 
then Y n F’/iy n ,!? is elementary of order 16. 
Set n, = D$, L), = 02, and E’i = Di n li, 0 < i < 2. Since QV/UV is 
cyclic and m(D,) = d, we have EZ(~;,) -_= d - 1, 0 < i <i 2. Finally, set 
Ji L= Fi n %, 0 < i < 2. Since FJ is an elementary Abelian subgroup of Q, 
it follows from the definition of d that Jz has index at most 3 in Z, 0 < i < 2. 
Hence / ;= Jo n J1 n Js has index at most 3” in Z. But as each Di is Abelian, 
each Di centralizes J and consequently Y centralizes J. Replacing I’ by a 
suitable conjugate by an clement of c~‘, if necessary,we can assume without 
loss that V, = Y n V is a Sylow 2-subgroup of Y, in which case VO/EO is 
elementary of order 16, where E0 =-- I 7,) n E. But by the preceding lemma, 
C,(Z) c E” . Since b7,, centralizes J, it follows that C,(g) C E,, , where 
z = Z/J. I-However, as / 2 / < 3a, Aut(Z) is isomorphic to a subgroup of 
GL(3, 31, which involves no elementary 2-subgroups of order 16. Hence 
some element of V<, - Et,, must centralize %. This contradiction completes 
the proof of the proposition, 
9. THEOREM E 
Let G be a group which satisfies the assumptions, but not the conciusion of 
Theorem E. Then the second alternative of Proposition 1 holds. We need only 
prove that 52 = r,,,(G) is 2-constrained, for then all the hypotheses of 
Proposition 5 will be satisfied, and it will follow that either G G J1 or that G 
contains a normal subgroup L of odd index isomorphic to PSL(2,2”), SZ(~~~), 
or ESt’(3, 2”), n > 2, with C,(L) = 1. But in each of these cases, 
O(C,(s)) = 1 for every involution 1~’ of G, and so Theorem E will hold. 
To establish the desired assertion, we let I+/, be defined as in Section 4 and 
first prove 
PYoDJ. Lemmas 5.1 and 5.7 imply that It;. # I and that WY L O(31). 
Thus O,,(;U) $ 1 for some odd prime p, and so M is contained in the p-local 
subgroup K ---- ~~~(~~~(~~~)). Since the efentcnts of 9*(G) are 2-generated or 
crceptionaf by hypothesis, K satisfies one of the conclusions of Proposition 3’. 
If the third alternative held, then as S <I k; we would hare that Q,(S) is the 
central product of two quatcrniort groups. I&t then it would follow exactly 
as in the proof of Proposition 3 that G has an isolated involution, contrary 
to the fact that O,,.,(G) =- I. Hence k: is either 2-generated or exceptional. 
In the first case, K -- T,.,(K) Cl ,?I and so .?I -. Ii is a p-local subgrotrp 
of G. 
Suppose then that K is esceptional. If K has an isolated involution, then 
C,(x) is exceptional for some central involution x of S. If C,(x) xvero 
2-generated, then CC(x) (1 I;,,(G) *III !- K, whence CJx) = C,(x). 
Hence, by Proposition 3 or i’, C,,(s) is, in fact, erccptional. Since .x is a 
central involution, Proposition 4 now ~ieids that G .F= Jt ~ contrary to the 
fact that O(M) 7:’ f . 53 :e reach the same c~~~~tl-ad~c~ion if K K$J(K) -z Jr 
as then CK(.x) is exceptiona for every incotution N of S. 
\fe thus conclude that k; contains a normal subgroup I,, isomorphic to 
PSL(2, 2-J, Sz(2”1), or PSC(3, 2”1) with C,-(L,) : 1. If 1 K/Lx j wcrc odd, 
then all involutions of S would be conjugate in K. Rut C,,(s) is exceptional 
for some involution ,x of S by the second alternative of Proposition I, which 
holds for G as G is a co~~ntere~~~~~pl~ to Theorem E, and WC reach the same 
contradiction as above. 
IIcnce, finally, we have S -_ ‘I’,S, where 1’, e:j S, T, is a Suzuki 2-group 
whose involutions arc all conjugate in K, S ii- 1 is cyclic, and T1 n A z-2 1. 
In particuiar, A, is not a Suzuki group and, as rpl(G> :=-~ El(S) > 3, we have, 
in fact, If1 ‘_ 4. Hence if x is the invtktion of S, 5ve have that C,(v) is 
crccptiotx~l. As above, this forces t;,(s) aiso to be cxccptional. Since 
ever!- invoiution of T, is central and G is not isomorphic to Jr , Propo- 
sition 4 implies no\v that x is riot coujugate in G to any eiemcnt of 7’: . 
Thus, G has a normal subgroup of index 2 by Thompson’s fusion lemma, 
contrary to hypothesis. We conclude that M is ap-local subgroup OF G and the 
lemma is proved. 
Again by Propositions 1 and 4, there exists a noncentral involution s of S 
such that II = C,(x) is exceptional. We map assume that K -;--- S n II is 
a Splow 2-subgroup of 11. I3y Lemma 7.5, H ‘=: U/O(H) contains a normal 
subgroup 1; Le~ PSL(2, 2ci>, ,%(2”), or iF)Sb?(3, 2”), n >> 2, C,(L) having 
cyclic or generalized quaternion Sylow 2-subgroups. If T =-= r;j n i;, then 
by definition Xg(F) is s&exceptional. WC Iet T be a l-subgroup of R which 
1,~xlnr.t 9.2. Z%ere es&s a ~once~~~~~ ~~~~~~i~~~ x of 5’ SIKIE that C.:yT(k> is
.&?‘Yc~pf knal, where 3 ==- ~~~~~~~~~~~* 
Sow we can prove that M is 2-constrained. \Ve let X, R, 7: F, and di 
be as above. 1Vc can suppose that &f is not 2-constrained, in which case 
K .-= La(a) 7’- 1, and we let K, , 1 3:; k .,I; N, be the components of K. Since 
,Ilr is a local subgroup of G, our hypotheses on the elements of Z’*(G) implies 
that each Ki is regular, I < i < 1~. This will be the critical property of R 
that we shall use, combined with the fact that &’ = Cs(X) is subexceptional. 
We know that T is a Suzuki 2-group, T ~ZI -i;i, P contains a cyclic subgroup 
B of order 2” - I which acts regularly on F, il‘ = Cp(ii-rs) is either a cyclic 
2-group or has generalized quaternion Sytow 2-subgroups, XE C, and %;‘[I 
is solvable. ~~urtbermore, for each 6 in E?“, I is the unique involution of 
C&i>. As USURI, we set E -z= Qlfij) and A = E >c <:.F:?t so that all inr-oithms 
of ii’ fie in LZ. 
First of all, we claim that x centralizes no i?, . Indeed, if false for some i, it 
foilows at once from the structure of 3 = C&?(“r), just described, that 
K, -. L.,(F) and that (%> = Z(k’,). In particular, i is uniquely determined. 
But as FE 2(X1,), X E Z(R), so x centralizes all RI , I :< j << VZ. This forces 
m := 1, whence R .= g1 and (2) = Z(x). But then OE Z(S), contrary to the 
fact that 3; is a noncentral involution of S. This proves our assertion. In 
particular, Z $ Z(K). 
Similarly we prove that x leaves each Ki invariant. Indeed, if, say, D 
interchanged & and & , then .% would centraIize riO -:- ~~(C~~~~~~~~. By 
Lcmrna 3. I, xa is q~asisi~~FIe and Z(RQ C Z(R). But & G=cF and again by 
the structure of F, it follows that .FE Z(;J(Ji*). Hence, Er X((x), contrary to 
what WC have shown above. 
Nest we argue that B leaves each K, invariant. Assume false, and 
suppose, for definiteness, that B cyclically permutes & , I <<j :g Y, with 
Y >s 1 in which case B also cyclically permutes the subgroups P n K, = 
c&, 1 < j < Y. c onsider first the case that P n E1 contains a four 
subgroup disjoint from ~(r~j) for each j. Since all involutions of II lie in ix, 
it foflr,ws that E? L- E n Kj $ Z(&). S’ mce B acts irrecIucibI~ on B, this 
implies that E is the direct product of its subgroups r;l, and that the Ej are 
cyclically permuted by the action of 11. In particular, j E j -2 / E, ir. \Ve set 
~~~~~E*;.Since~~~=21~~ 1 .:I{1 - l,weconcludethatIB/ =/;‘--- 1. 
On the other hand, if Zz, = N,(k;), we clearly have that B, acts regularly 
on EI and that j R : B, 1 -- Y. Hence, ) B 1 == Y\ B, 1 I< y(fl - 1) and 
consequently 
/,r - 1 ,‘; Y(l; -- 1). 
Since II’ -” 1 --I: 2’” - 1 with n ;: 2 and Y ‘.‘J 2, this is impossible. 
In particular, the preceding argument applies if Z(k;) 1 and .c E K. 
On the other hand, if Z{ficl) = 1 and x C K, we again find that & n Kl Q Z(K,), 
which leads to the same contradiction as in the preceding case. There thus 
remains the case that Z(K,) /m 1 andj’ n K, does not contain a four subgroup 
disjoint from %(K1). Since each Ki is regular by hypothesis, we conclude now 
--+ 
from the definition that j %(I\;), 2, 1 :c<. j ::I Y. Since x 6 Z(K) and 
Z(S) is B-invariant, wc see that %(KJ) C E, 1 :i j -5.1, r. Since B acts regularly 
on a!‘, the only possibility is that Y 1 R j ? -- 1 ; otherwise L3 --- 
.NB(Kl) / 1 and 11, centralizes Z(K,) ci Z<. ~\loreover, E i Z(K) as U gets 
irreducihip on 6. 
If Ki ‘2 ‘Yp(4, Q), p odd, one checks that CR1(.?) contains an involution ,v‘ 
not in Z(K1) and hence not in i?. But then A = g’:y’j and so XE&~> G 
Z(X) K, . Thus or centralizes Kj , 2 i j :;i I’. As above, this leads to the 
contradiction 37 E Z(K), unless P : I. However, the latter cast is also im- 
possible as then B centralizes %(K,). Since K, is regular, we conclude that 
i;, ‘2 a, or S’L(2, q), q odd. 
\Ve shall argue that the product of the grwps Z(Kj), 1 :, j :< Y, is direct, 
which will imply that ! & 1 gs 2’. Since ! B 1 - 1 B / + I, this will yield 
y+ l‘z.2’ and again we shall have a contradiction. TVe know that F leaves 
each Kj invariant and dots not centralize Kj . Since Kj has generalized 
cluaternion Splow 2-subgroups, it follows that x $ K and that for some 
element t, of order 4 in I;, , \ve bavc t,’ =--- i,zj , where CL?;=,‘: ..-= Z(K,), 
1 :< j :-. r. If the product of the Z(Kj) is not direct, then for some integer h 
ygitt.j 2 2;: 11 :+ y, v--e have ;;iL 1 +%$A 1.. ,z$.$, where E,~ -~= 0 or I, 1 .C: k ‘-< h. - I. 
Since the elements rj , 1 I.:: j ::. T, commute in pairs, it follows that E 
centralizes t .L t?f2 ... tF;:;i, and that t is an involution of k- - Z(K). 
In particular, t E A. Hut X4 K and K is B-invariant, so, in fact, t E E. How- 
ever, this is a contradiction as .? C Z(K). 
We have therefore shown that B leaves each Ki in\-ariant, 1 ~1 i 1.: ~1. If 
1 Z(K,)/ is cyclic, then B centralizes .X(X,) and this forces <Xl: = Z(li,), 
contrary to the fact that s dots not centralize K, . ‘I’hus, j Z(k;), 7’. 2. If 
Z(K,) :.. 1, then clearly A n K,<x$ ctlntains a four group disjoint from %(K1). 
On the other hand, if / %(I<,), . . 1s noncyclic, we reach the same conclusion by 
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the definition of regularity. Since B acts irreducibly on E and leaves K~(x) 
invariant, it follows now that i? C K1 and that E n Z(k;) = I. Since Z(k;) is 
also B-invariant and X$ Z(k’,), this in turn implies that A n Z(k;) == 1. But as 
every involution of F lies in A, this yields Czc&,v) = 1, forcing Z(Ki) = 1. 
Jve conclude that K, is simple. Furthermore, as 6 -4 F, we also have that F 
normalizes K, . 
Finally we set AT = Ki(,Fand C = CAq(K,). Since C <J mand C R K, = I, 
the assumptiol~ that 1 C j is even would farce z to lie in C, contrary to the fact 
that x does not centralize K1 . IIence i @ j is odd. Setting IV = N/C ;= El@, 
it follows that p1 g Kl and p ix F, as O(F) = 1. But fl is isomorphic to a 
subgroup of Aut(Ki), andF := Civ(S) is s&exceptional. However, 2, 2; Kr is 
regular and we reach a final contradiction. This completes the proof of 
Theorem E. 
10. THE NOIGCOKMXI-ED CASE 
As noted in Section 1, there exist 2-groups of rank 3 and 4 which are not 
connected. In particular, this is the case for the Sylow 2-subgroups of Janko’s 
two recently discovered simple groups of orders 604, 800 and SO, 232, 960. 
TiS’e shall conclude with a modification of our resuhs which is applicable to 
the nonconnected case. 
To state it, we need a preliminary definition. 
UEFINITI~N. Let G be a group in which E,‘(2) is nonempty and let 
B E E:(2). WC say that G is weakly ~anr~e~~ed provided the following conditions 
hold: 
(a) / ~V~(a)jc,(B)[ is divisible by 3; 
(b) if b E P, then C,(b) is 2-constrained and B C O,,,,(C,(b)); 
(c) if X == (N&B), C,(b) j 6 E Be! is a proper subgroup of G, then A’ 
is strongly embedded in G. 
Clearly, C’(2) is nonempty if G has 2-rank 3 or 4. We shall prove 
THEOREM Yl?. If G is a weak& connected pup with m(G) =-= 3 or 4, 
O(G) = f and W(G) z G in z~J:lzicfi every element of Z’(G) is balanced, then 
O(C&x)) : 1 for ez~ery ~~~~oI~t~~?~ x of G. 
Proof For any noncyclic elementary Abelian 2-subgroup A of G, we 
define IV, in the usual way. By Proposition 2, G is balanced. Hence, by 
Goldschmidt’s theorem, j WA 1 is odd if m(A) 2 3. 
L,et S he a fixed Sylow 2-subgroup of G and let B E Lr(:(s). We claim that 
1 ?I’8 / is odd, which will follow if we show that Lz C A for some elementary 
Abelian 2-subgroup A of 5” with m(A) 3. Let A+, be an arbitrq such 
subgroup of S. If l3 centralizes Lgl , xc’ can take A =:- UA, Since .-I1 
normalizes B, which is a four group, it follows in the contrary cast that 
CAI(B) has rank 2 and that U g --1, . Hence we can take A -- 13(‘,lfB) in 
this case. 
\Tio argue next that the theorem hoIds if fry, --: I. It wiil sufke to prove 
that O(C,(t)) :-- 1 for any involution ! of S. Set 2 (I,(B), so that 
1 S : ,O , :L. 2. Since P(G) G, Tl lompson’s fusion lemma implies that t 
is conjugate in G to some involution of Q; so we need only treat the cast that 
t E 0. Since B C Z(Q), 1’ --: (,N, t> is elementary Abclian and ccntraiizes R. 
Since G is baianced, the proof of Lemma 4.2 implies that ih, 14-j. ,
whence U;. := I. Since o(C,(t)) iZ Tt;. , the desired conclusion O((*,,jt)) ~7 1 
now follows. 
Thus we may assume that ?lg ;= I. \\‘c set TP- 61’* , -II .\;,( II,‘) 
and LY 2 (N,(B), C,(b) / 0 E U*>. In this case, it will suffice to prove that 
X c J,f. Indeed, as O(G) = 1, 111 is a proper subgroup of G, and so this xi11 
imply that N is as well. But then 1X’, and hence also Al, will be strongly 
embedded in G as G is weakly connected. Bender’s theorem will then force 
O(M) = I, contrary to the fact that W is a nontrivial normal subgroup of 111 
of odd order. 
Now if s E X&3), it is immediate from the definition that ?V -- llTJJ’; so 
9 E AZ. Hence it’,(B) c AZ. 
Next Ict x be an invoiution of 1,’ n Z(,S); set 
H = C,(z) and R -: S n O,g,a(H). 
Then R is a Syfow 2-subgroup of O,,,,(Ii) and B C: R as R is weakly con- 
nected. Furthermore, H = Oaks and O(H) = O(C,(z)) !L iffy = 
IV c N. Hence to prove that C,(Z) C 114, we need only show that X(;(R) il AW. 
If x E N,(K), we have that Bx c‘ R. However, in the present circumstances, 
we cannot assert that B and B” are necessarily the terminal members of a 
connected chain! Of course, if they are, we obtain, as usual, that IVJ -- It 
and x E 123. 
We shaI1 reach the same conclusion by an alternate argument. \Ve have 
that R acts on EW and, in particular, B does. fi,Ioreover, B C O,,,,(C,;(b)) for 
each h in P. This yields that 
[C,,(O), B] c O(CJb)) c w 
for each b in EP. Hence to prove that I,f;” -.= I%‘, it will suffice to show that 
K : C,,(D) C W. But K is R-invariant and B is normal in R, so [K, R] has 
odd order. On the other hand, Kc H and, as G is weakly connected, II-is 
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2-constrained. Since R is a Sylow 2-subgroup of O,+.,(H), this forces 
K C O(H) L W, as required, Thus H = C,(z) C M. 
Finally by condition (a) in the definition of weak conntctedness, each 
element B- is conjugate in M. We conclude that 
and the theorem is proved. 
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